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The Jewtrix keeps repeating: ignorance is bliss. Be ignorant to the occult, be
politically in Judaic ignorance, be ignorant in how to survive, be as ignorant as
possible. Satan the insight is the Devil. Awareness is your enemy. Care your own
worst fiend that kills all the rainbow possibilities that your TV promised you. Jews
your guides and friends.

Jane is a BBC channel interviewed hottie. Jane just loves race mixing. Jane also
dropped out of school to become a stripper. Jane loves BBC. According to
Nathanael Shekelstein Jane is a very rich and happy lady. She is the perfect
Torah victim. A prototype for all young girls. Rumor has it maybe she was knifed
one night by a client in the strip club, but who cares Jane was blissfully ignorant.
She saw on TV it would be OK and really fun. As we know the TV never lied to
anybody- she was too busy to think!

So the enemy always pushes this lie that ignorance is bliss. Showing happy go
lucky in televisions, or other lackeys who are the definition of what it means to be
ignorant as the path to life, wealth, riches or even success. The examples are
infinite.

Luck does not imply unawareness. Luck implies In fact, unconscious calculation
for one's benefit. It's unrelated to ignorance. You do not need to be ignorant to be
lucky, as you don't need to be unfortunate to be considerate.

So here we have Tom. Tom is blissfully ignorant. He literally passes that street
with complete ignorance. Here we have a fire truck coming down. Well, Tom
died. He is now blissful in heaven. He was listening too much to Jews who told
him to be blissfully ignorant. Was reading too much of a guru that stated the
physical was not important. His wish worked. He is no longer in it. Good job Tom.
Yer Guru must be happy. Moskha has been attained.

Here we have May. May was blissfully ignorant her whole life, did not discern
between Criminals, or drug dealers for a lover. She literally loved anyone in her
life. May found herself diagnosed with AIDS last week. May will die a horrible
death. Oh, she is also pregnant now, with the kid of a thug. She loved everybody
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but took it a bit too literal. Doesn't matter may only A jewish gawd can judge You.
Fuck the system!

When I was a young pal, I was one time taken to a small chicken farm in a small
village. So it was a small family feast and a person decided to take me into the
kitchen farm to see the chickens. He wore the gloves, took the sharpened knife,
put the boots on, and went into the chicken farm. I was watching from the fence
curiously and a bit worried. Here he comes in and chicken started flying around
all over the place, until one chicken was locked into the corner due to not caring
all that much. He took it by the back and brought it to the slaughter. All the other
chicken who were alerted lived to see another day. The blissful ignorant, fat one,
was the first to die. The others lived to see another day.

Moral of the story? If you are alert and you react, you heighten your chances of
existence and survival. Blissful ignorance only heightens the chances of the jews
to survive. This is why it's promoted. Ignorance and lies kill millions every day.

People in Africa are blissfully ignorant in regards to their roots thanks to the jews.
They are now having longtime suffering due to this. Europeans became forcibly
ignorant to their culture in the Middle Ages. And half of Europe died, while the
remaining alive were in civil wars for around 1000 years. Even the 'foolish ol'
peasant' equally suffered famine and death. The God of the ignorant was
nowhere to help either.

So many blissfully ignorant people are also the first to die by Tsunamis and all
sorts of other natural disasters. If they had some intuition, but of course Satan
forbid they don't, maybe they could have evacuated the place. Intuition is of
Satan though. The Farm animals do not need intuition. Imagine if the chickens in
the chicken farm had intuition. Or even managed to group up and assault this
dead family friend of mine. They would peck his eyeballs out, being so many as
they were.

Nearly all problems in life can be prevented by correct thought, preparation, and
even when unforeseen circumstances strike, awareness, knowledge and
maturity. Ignorance is death. All beings who are ignorant invite death and
suffering. Ignorance is also bliss...for jews: that which makes the jews sleep at
night, knowing that the planet is still sleeping. An infinite supply of asleep cattle,
ready to be butchered. The enemy on themselves try to have their 'eyes' and
awareness everywhere. For the 'goyim', the dumb will go to heaven.

Awareness is Bliss. Symbolized by Satan. Who is a universal symbol of



Luciferian insight and awareness.

IGNORANCE IS DEATH. Symbolized by an imposter Jew who trolls the non-jews
in the Bible. And then ascends with his own jews to rule the animals with an iron
rod. It's also called Christianity, also known as cucktianity.

Ignorance is a Bliss? Where?
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